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Odd man out meaning

Also found in: Dictionary, Thesaurus, Physician, Acronyms, Encyclopedia, Wikipedia. Do you like this video? Subscribe to our free daily email and get a new idiom video every day! 1. Someone who is excluded or left out of a group for some reason. Since his injury, John has been a strange man when his friends are going to play football together. I never fit in with others. Even in
elementary school, he was usually the strange man outside.2 Something or someone who is decidedly or markedly different, atypical, or unusual compared to others in a group. My old clumsy truck is a pretty strange man next to all the new SUVs of my co-workers. You're going to be a weird man if you go to a dinner dressed like that! Farlex Dictionary of Idioms. © 2015 Farlex,
Inc, all rights reserved.an unusual or atypical person or thing. I'm a weird man because I'm not wearing a tie. You'd better learn how to use the new system software unless you want to be a strange man. McGraw-Hill Dictionary of American Idioms and Phrasal Verbs. © 2002 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.1. A person who is left out of a group for some reason, as in The
Invitation was only for couples, so Jane was a strange man outside. [In the mid-1800s] 2. Something or someone who differs markedly from others in a group, as in all those ranch-style houses, his Victorian was a strange man. [Late 1800] The American Heritage® Dictionary of Idioms by Christine Ammer. Copyright © 2003, 1997 by The Christine Ammer 1992 Trust. Published by
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. a person or thing that is different from the others or doesn't easily fit into a group or set: That's the problem with 13 people in a group. If you need to work in pairs, there's always a strange one. ♢ Tom is almost always the strange man. He never wants to do what we want to do, or go where we want to go. See also:
man, odd, one, outFarlex Partner Idioms Dictionary © Farlex 2017One of a group that is not selected or included, or that differs markedly from others. At first it was applied only to people, the term later also extended to inanimate objects, as in This boxed tablecloth is a strange man in a formal dining room. Christine Ammer Copyright's Clichés Dictionary © 2013 by Christine
AmmerSee too: Do you want to thank TFD for its existence? Tell a friend about us, add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster page for fun, free content. Link to this page: They could recognize the cops, something in form, something on the ride, but the man among them was the strange man. Seymour, Gerald FIELD OF BLOOD (2001) Collins English Dictionary New Strange
Man Definition Source Sign Up for Our Newsletter Get the Latest and gain access to exclusive updates and offers To Register Ten U.S. political terms to baffle the British that the United States will inaugurate a new president on January 20 when Joe Biden will be sworn in as the forty-sixth person to hold office. Read more Study Guides for Stage of your learning journey If you're
looking for a crossword puzzle, a detailed guide to tying knots, or tips on writing the perfect college essay, Harper Reference has you covered for all your study needs. Read more From filk to derp: discover the latest words added to the Collins Dictionary Why do we need to keep adding new words to the English language? Can't we do the ones we already have? These are
reasonable questions, but the fact is that new words continue to enter the language. To illustrate why this happens, let's take a look at a cross-section of the words that have been added to the Collins Dictionary this month. Read more Collins English Dictionary Apps Download our English Dictionary apps - available for iOS and Android. Read more Collins Dictionaries for Schools
Our new online dictionaries for schools provide a safe and appropriate environment for children. Best of all, it's ad-free, so sign up now and start using it at home or in the classroom. Read more word lists We have almost 200 word lists of topics as varied as types of butterflies, jackets, coins, vegetables and knots! Surprise your friends with your new knowledge! Read more Join the
Collins community All the latest news, language ideas, offers and contests every month. Read more Update of our use There are many different influences on the way English is used around the world today. We look at some of the ways the language is changing. Read our blog series to learn more. Read more Area 51, Starship and Harvest Moon: September's Words in the News
I'm sure a lot of people would agree that we live in strange times. But do they have to be so strange that area 51 is in the headlines? And what is this fish thing like aliens. The September words in the news explain everything. Read more DefinitionsSynonymsEntences One that differs from the others in a group in some way. noun Any atypical or unconventional person or thing.
Noun A method, as in a game, to point to a person in a group, such as matching coins. noun The person like that was unleashed. noun Alternative form of stranger. noun A cheerful little dinner, the strange man lamented, seeing st and lobster irrevocably slipping through his fingers. Two and Three. B. SternWe three had to be happy with the other room, and two beds; strange man
for the whole one. Three in NorwayJames Arthur LeesI do not know if my readers have ever participated in a pleasant game known as strange man. IrelandT's open secret. M. Kettle Jan 20 trend First recorded in 1885-90odd-work, strange-worker, strange lot, odd-lotter, odd man, strange man out, strange-man running, rarity, strange pair, strange permutation, odd-
pinnateDictionary.com Unabridged Based on random house Dictionary Without Bridge, © Random House, Inc. 2021oddball, freak, strange, eccentric, dropout, bohemian, weird, dissident, out-of-mud, loser, loser, lonely, nonconformist, pariah1A person who is left out of a group for some reason, as in The Invitation was only for couples, so Jane was a strange man outside. [Mid-
1800s]2Algosoma or someone who differs markedly from others in a group, as in among all those ranch-style houses, his Victorian was a strange man. [Late 1800] The American Heritage® Idioms Dictionary Copyright © 2002, 2001, 1995 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company.© 2021 Dictionary.com, LLC
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